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f o r  C a r r i e



The organic has become visible 
again even within the mechani-
cal complex: some of our most 
characteristic mechanical instru-
ments—the telephone, the phono-
graph, the motion picture—have 
grown out of our interest in the human 
voice and the human eye and our knowl-
edge of their physiology and anatomy. 
Can one detect, perhaps, the characteristic 
properties of this emergent order—its pat-
tern, its planes, its angle of polarization, its color? 
Can one, in the process of crystallization, remove 
the turbid residues left behind by our earlier forms 
of technology? Can one distinguish and define the specific 
properties of a technics directed toward the service of life: 
properties that distinguish it morally, socially, politically, es-
thetically from the cruder forms that preceded it? Let us make 
the attempt.—Lewis Mumford, Technics and Civilization
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At the moment I write this sentence, there 
are about 10 million people in the world 
sharing music files over Gnutella, a peer- to- 
peer file- sharing network. Over the course of 
a month, that network will move 1 to 1.5 bil-
lion music files—and that is only part of its 
traffic. Add the people who trade MP3 files 
via BitTorrent, one- click sites like Rapid-
Share, and older protocols like Internet Relay 
Chat and Usenet, and the Gnutella network 
statistics capture only a small proportion of 
the overall traffic in MP3s. Measured against 
traditional cd sales or paid- for downloads, 
online music sharing alone dwarfs the out-
put of the recording industry. The MP3 is 
the most common form in which recorded 
sound is available today. More recordings 
exist and circulate in MP3 format than in 
all other audio formats combined. A single 
file on a single network may be available 
simultaneously in dozens of countries, with-
out regard for local laws, policies, or licens-
ing agreements.1 Chances are, if a recording 
takes a ride on the internet, it will travel in 
the form of an MP3 file. The traffic in MP3s 
highlights the distributed character of cul-
ture in our age.2
 The MP3 is a triumph of distribution, but 
it is also something more.3 MP3s are so plen-
tiful because they are so small. They use con-
siderably less bandwidth and storage space 
than the .wav files one finds on standard 
compact discs. To make an MP3, a program 
called an encoder takes a .wav file (or some 
other audio format) and compares it to a 
mathematical model of the gaps in human
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hearing. Based on a number of factors—some chosen by the user, some set 
in the code—it discards the parts of the audio signal that are unlikely to be 
audible. It then reorganizes repetitive and redundant data in the recording, 
and produces a much smaller file—often as small as 12 percent of the origi-
nal file size.4 The technique of removing redundant data in a file is called 
compression. The technique of using a model of a listener to remove addi-
tional data is a special kind of “lossy” compression called perceptual coding.5 
Because it uses both kinds of compression, the MP3 carries within it prac-
tical and philosophical understandings of what it means to communicate, 
what it means to listen or speak, how the mind’s ear works, and what it 
means to make music. Encoded in every MP3 are whole worlds of possible 
and impossible sound and whole histories of sonic practices. Perhaps every 
sound technology in human history contains within it some model or script 
for hearing and an imagined, ideal auditor.6 But MP3 encoders build their 
files by calculating a moment- to- moment relationship between the chang-
ing contents of a recording and the gaps and absences of an imagined lis-
tener at the other end. The MP3 encoder works so well because it guesses 
that its imagined auditor is an imperfect listener, in less- than- ideal condi-
tions. It often guesses right.
 Although it is a ubiquitous and banal technology, the MP3 offers an invit-
ing point of entry into the interconnected histories of sound and commu-
nication in the twentieth century. To access the format’s historical mean-
ing, we need to construct a new genealogy for contemporary digital media 
culture.7 Many of the changes that critics mark as particularly salient as-
pects of contemporary digital or “new” media happened in audio before 
they surfaced in visual media. As Frances Dyson writes, digital media en-
capsulate “an accumulation of the auditive technologies of the past.” The 
historical resonance of audio can be extended across the various registers of 
new media, from their sensual dimensions in both the auditory and visual 
domains, to their treatment of subjects, to their technical structure and 
industrial form.8
 Today, MP3s swim in the waters of the internet and street- level infor-
mal economies, but they also carry the traces of other infrastructures. 
They point to the centrality of telephony to digital history—as an indus-
try, as a set of practices, as an aesthetic field, and as a medium.9 Telephony 
is often considered anaesthetic matter in comparison with the usual, more 
aestheticized subjects of twentieth- century media history such as cinema, 
television, sound recording, radio, print, and computers. But telephony and 
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the peculiar characteristics of its infrastructure are central to the sound of 
most audio technologies over the past 130- odd years. The institutional and 
technical protocols of telephony also helped frame the definitions of com-
munication that we still use, the basic idea of information that subtends 
the whole swath of “algorithmic culture” from packet switching to dvds 
and games, and the protocols and routines of digital technologies we use 
every day. The centrality of sound history to digital history remains clouded 
in large swaths of the human sciences, but open any relevant engineering 
text and this point is immediately clear.10
 Telephony has also played a crucial role over the last hundred years in 
shaping our most basic notions of what it means to hear. This has been 
true both at the level of high science and everyday conversation. The ques-
tions, protocols, and findings of much modern hearing research developed 
out of pressing issues facing the phone system in the early twentieth cen-
tury. What was the minimum amount of signal that could be sent down 
the line and still be intelligible as speech? What parts of the audible spec-
trum were important to hear for intelligibility and which were not? How 
did the listener’s ear react to different sonic conditions, and how did its 
own processes relate to the economic and technological imperatives of the 
telephone system? Telephonic transmission drove research into hearing 
for much of the century and, as a result, shaped both what it means to 
hear and the notion of the hearing subject that subtends most new audio 
technologies today. In historical terms, MP3s are usually thought of as an 
extension of sound recording. Perhaps because of their association with 
art and music, other kinds of sound recording provide a universe of aes-
thetic reference for MP3s. But recording owes a tremendous technological 
and aesthetic debt to telephony. Each major technical iteration of sound 
recording made use of telephone research: the first phonographs were built 
in labs funded by telephonic (and telegraphic) research; the first electrical 
recording and playback technologies were borrowed from innovations in 
telephone systems in the 1920s; and digital audio recording and playback 
also used concepts that emerged from at&t’s research wing, Bell Labs, be-
ginning in the 1920s.11 The telephone system’s relationship with the history 
of hearing is therefore a major theme of this book. If we look into the code 
of the MP3 for its imagined listening subject, this subject is at least as tele-
phonic as it is phonographic or digital.12 It owes a debt to radio as well.
 In subjecting digital history to the history of sound, we also solve a 
puzzle that bothers many audiophiles and recording professionals. They 
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have long complained that MP3s have less definition than the cd recordings 
from which they are made and are therefore said to not sound as good.13 In 
an age of ever- increasing bandwidth and processing power, why is there 
also a proliferation of lower- definition formats? If we have possibilities 
for greater definition than ever before, why does so much audio appear to 
be moving in the opposite direction?14 Presumably, progress should move 
in one direction. With ever- growing hard- drive sizes, it is now possible to 
store as many .wav files as one could once accumulate only in MP3 format. 
Higher- bandwidth systems for moving data are around the corner, or so we 
are told, where the transmission bottlenecks that necessitate small files will 
also disappear. By this logic, the MP3 should already be a thing of the past. 
Some critics describe the format as a regression in terms of sound quality 
and listener experience. In a recent Wall Street Journal article, the political 
economist Francis Fukuyama waxed nostalgic for the experience of listen-
ing to records on a “crazily expensive” Linn Sondek turntable system with 
the conservative cultural critic Allan Bloom in the 1980s. Of digital audio 
and photography, he writes, “Don’t believe the marketing hype of the techie 
types who tell you that newer is always better. Sometimes in technology, as 
in politics, we regress.”15
 There is little to disagree with in Fukuyama’s proposition, until you con-
sider his standard of progress. The juxtaposition of decreasing actual defini-
tion with increasing available definition is only regressive (or paradoxical) 
if you assume that the general historical trend of progress in communi-
cation technology is toward ever- greater definition and therefore greater 
verisimilitude. Within that proposition hide a few other common assump-
tions: (1) that greater definition is the same thing as greater verisimili-
tude; (2) that increases in definition necessarily enhance end-users’ experi-
ences; (3) that increases in bandwidth and storage capacity necessarily lead 
to higher- definition media for end- users. The account of communication 
history implied by these propositions outlines a quest for definition, im-
mersion, and richness of experience. Call it the dream of verisimilitude. 
We are perhaps most familiar with this story because it is also the story 
used to market new technologies to us as consumers, although it is also 
quite prevalent in academic and journalistic commentaries on technology. 
The idea that a new medium is closer to reality and more immersive and 
interactive than its predecessor is based on this story—whether the new 
medium in question is the Orthophonic Victrola, compact discs, high- 
definition tv, virtual reality, or 3d cinema. This idea can be projected back-
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ward to the earliest cave paintings and musical instruments, but it gen-
erally references the rise of mechanical, electric, and electronic media. Of 
course, claims about increased definition or the pleasures of immersion are 
in many cases true, but they are not the whole story.
 Aesthetic pleasure, attention, contemplation, immersion, and high defi-
nition—these terms have no necessary relationship to one another. They 
can exist in many different possible configurations. As Michel Chion has 
argued, definition is not the same thing as correspondence to reality or 
fidelity: “Current practice dictates that a sound recording should have more 
treble than would be heard in the real situation (for example when it’s the 
voice of a person at some distance with back turned). No one complains of 
nonfidelity from too much definition! This proves that it’s definition that 
counts for sound, and its hyperreal effect, which has little to do with the 
experience of direct audition.”16 Writers have documented how audiences 
often prefer various kinds of audible distortion in music or speech to an 
undistorted alternative, and scholars across the human sciences have com-
mented on the affective intensity of low- definition experiences.17 In re-
cent years, social psychologists and ethnomusicologists have moved from 
the expectation that their subjects treat music as an end in itself to the 
presupposition that listening is usually part of a broader sphere of social 
activity. Radio historians have revised the romantic memory of families 
in the 1930s crowded around radio sets, insisting that distracted listen-
ing—listening while doing other things—was just as prevalent as listening 
with rapt attention.18 Even a sound- quality obsessed professional like the 
mastering engineer Bob Katz has acknowledged that distracted listening 
is the norm from which careful attention deviates: “There are, of course, 
specific places where heavy compression is needed: background listening, 
parties, bar and jukebox playback, car stereos, headphone- wearing joggers, 
the loudspeakers at record stores, headphone auditioning at the record 
store kiosk, and so on. . . . I dream of a perfect world where all the MP3 
singles are heavily compressed and all the cd albums undamaged.”19
 The history of MP3 belongs to a general history of compression.20 As people 
and institutions have developed new media and new forms of representa-
tion, they have also sought out ways to build additional efficiencies into 
channels and to economize communication in the service of facilitating 
greater mobility. These practices often begin close to economic or techni-
cal considerations, but over time they take on a cultural life separate from 
their original, intended use. As with the quest for verisimilitude, compres-
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sion practices have created new kinds of aesthetic experiences that come to 
be pleasurable in themselves for some audiences—from the distortion that 
is a side effect of electrical amplification in radio, phonography, and instru-
ment amplification, to the imagined intimacy of the phone conversation, 
to the mash- ups that aestheticize the MP3 form and the distribution chan-
nels it travels. Histories of contemporary immersive technologies point to 
a multiplicity of antecedents, going back centuries, even millennia.21 A gen-
eral history of compression also connects contemporary practices that are 
self- consciously understood in terms of compression with a broader history 
of practices that share the same morphology.
 Compression history cuts a wide path through the forest of technological 
history. It is no accident that so many media technologies are built around 
spinning mechanisms. A roll of film or tape takes up less room than if it is 
stretched out from end to end. We could say the same for compact discs 
and dvds, the platters of a hard drive, the curves of a record, the spools of 
paper in teletypes and telegraphs, and the spinning hands of analog clocks. 
Volume compression figured centrally in radio stations’ occupation of slots 
on the electromagnetic spectrum. Color reduction was central to chromo-
lithography, and to some kinds of painting before it. Telegraphic codes like 
Morse’s were also built around compression in design and in use. The most 
common letters were the easiest to tap, and telegraphers quickly learned to 
tap out abbreviations for longer words. Compression history could easily 
extend back to the invention of the point and the number zero, the codex 
and the scroll form of the book, the wheel, and perhaps even some kinds of 
ancient writing and number systems.22
 Considering the histories of communication and representation in terms 
of compression also turns our attention from media to formats. It is no acci-
dent that a format like the MP3 invites us into compression history. If your 
goal in designing a technology is to achieve some combination of channel 
efficiency and aesthetic experience, then the sensual and technical shape of 
your technology’s content is every bit as important as the medium itself. 
Problems of format have been central to both histories— compression and 
verisimilitude—and perhaps to others as well. Formats are particularly 
acute as technical and cultural problems for the compressors, who worry 
over inefficiencies in the mechanics of transduction, storage, and trans-
mission alongside creation, distribution, and reception. Format problems 
are obvious material problems in the analog domain, but the same issues 
obtain in digital media. Software and data have their own materialities, 
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even if their scale seems inhuman. As Matthew Kirschenbaum points out, 
hard drives are designed to hide their process of magnetic inscription from 
users’ sight, and the result is that invisibility has been conflated with im-
materiality.23 Software formats like MP3s exist in the form of configurations 
of electromagnetic signals. They take up space, which is why MP3s are mea-
sured in terms of the bandwidth they require when played back, that is, in 
kilobits per second (kbps).
 The MP3 format may be less than twenty years old, but it orients us 
toward a much longer history. The MP3 is in some ways a quintessential 
“new” communication technology with its pedestrian use of computing 
power that would have been unavailable to individuals a decade before, its 
nonlinearity, its flexibility, and its careful tuning for limited- bandwidth 
situations like computer networks, hard drives, and flash memory. But 
“new” is something of a misnomer, since digital technologies have now 
been around for over half a century.24 As much as the MP3 is a creature of a 
digital world, it is also a creature of the world of electronic (and even elec-
tric) transmission. Many of the technological principles behind the MP3 are 
quite old. The Fourier Transform, originally developed as a mathematical 
theory of heat, showed that any complex waveform was the sum of more 
basic sine waves. It is the mathematical basis both for calculating sound 
frequencies as numbers and a theoretical base line for all forms of digital 
audio. A simplified function, the Fast Fourier Transform, is also the mathe-
matical basis for some of the important signal- processing innovations in 
the MP3. Hermann von Helmholtz’s dream of unifying the art and science 
of music through studies of acoustics, sound generation, and perception 
also shows up in the MP3’s algorithm. The ideas of hearing built into MP3s 
go back decades to Bell Labs. The format became historically legible when 
its standard was published in 1993, but it is part of much longer historical 
trajectories.

FrommedialitytoFormats

If there is such a thing as media theory, there should also be format theory. 
Writers have too often collapsed discussions of format into their ana-
lyses of what is important about a given medium. Format denotes a whole 
range of decisions that affect the look, feel, experience, and workings of a 
medium. It also names a set of rules according to which a technology can 
operate. In an analog device, the format is usually a particular utilization 
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of a mechanism. An old record player may play back a variety of formats 
such as lP, 45, 78, while a tape deck might only take compact cassettes. In 
a digital device, a format tells the operating system whether a given file is 
for a word processor, a web browser, a music playback program, or some-
thing else. Even though this may seem trivial, it can open out to a broader 
politics, as an administrative issue across platforms.25 For instance, digital 
audio files may appear in formats like .MP3, .wav, .aif, .aac, .ogg, .rm, .aup, 
and .wma (and many other audio and audiovisual formats); text files may 
appear as .doc, .ood, .wpd, or even .pdf (which is actually an image file). Pro-
grams and devices may play back or display only certain of those file types. 
Most crucial dimensions of format are codified in some way—sometimes 
through policy, sometimes through the technology’s construction, and 
sometimes through sedimented habit. They have a contractual and conven-
tional nature. The format is what specifies the protocols by which a medium 
will operate.26 This specification operates as a code—whether in software, 
policy, or instructions for manufacture and use—that conditions the ex-
perience of a medium and its processing protocols. Because these kinds of 
codes are not publicly discussed or even apparent to end- users, they often 
take on a sheen of ontology when they are more precisely the product of 
contingency.
 Consider entities like“film” and “television,” once regarded by scholars 
as quite stable, but today perhaps less obviously so. “Film” and “television” 
bundle whole sets of assumptions about the format of sound and image—
assumptions that change over time. For instance, since the 1940s, North 
American analog television has been filmed and broadcast for a screen with 
a 4:3 horizontal- vertical aspect ratio because at the time that the ratio was 
set (suggested in 1936 and enshrined in policy in 1941), that was the ratio 
for screens for Hollywood films. Partly in an attempt to compete with tele-
vision, Hollywood stepped up ongoing efforts to adopt wider screens. To 
this day North American analog televisions have a 4:3 aspect ratio, and 
audiovisual content from other media (such as film, which is often 1.85:1) 
or formats (such as high-definition, which is 16:9) is reformatted to fit the 
4:3 tv screen when we watch it on analog tvs—either through letterboxing 
or reediting. In either case, the size and shape of the television image is 
clearly a central part of tv as an aesthetic experience; even casual viewers 
are made more aware of the different formatting possibilities in television 
when switching between new hd content and 4:3 reruns.27 Even more im-
portant are things like screen size, sound quality, and color. Similarly, the 
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contexts of exhibition have shaped the size of American film stock and the 
screens onto which films are projected: 70 mm, 35 mm, and 16 mm all imply 
different contexts of creation, distribution, and exhibition.28
 This book endows a nineteen- year- old format with a century- long history 
in order to highlight some core dimensions of twentieth- century sound his-
tory. In the following pages, I consider the development and traffic in MP3s 
as a massive, collective meditation on the mediality of sound and espe-
cially hearing, music, and speech. I use the term mediality (and mediatic in 
adjectival form) to evoke a quality of or pertaining to media and the complex 
ways in which communication technologies refer to one another in form or 
content.29 In a way, this is an old point. Marshall McLuhan famously wrote 
that “the ‘content’ of any medium is always another medium. The content 
of writing is speech, just as the written word is the content of print, and 
print is the content of the telegraph”; and Jay Bolter and Richard Grusin 
have coined the term “remediation” to describe “the representation of one 
medium in another . . . [to] argue that remediation is a defining characteris-
tic of the new digital media.”30 However, both perspectives tend to focus on 
the “newness” of media in their definitions, rather than to convey a sense 
of cross- reference as routine. They also suggest a priori degrees of media-
tion where media follow one another in a march away from reality. This is 
perhaps an unfortunate effect of the relationship between the words media 
and mediation. But media are not middle terms, intervening in otherwise 
more primary, fundamental, or organic relationships. Their historical accu-
mulation does not necessarily result in a greater distance from reality or a 
more refracted consciousness. Mediation is not necessarily intercession, 
filtering, or representation. Another sense of mediation describes a form 
of nonlinear, relational causality, a movement from one set of relations to 
another. As Adorno wrote, “Mediation is in the object itself, not something 
between the object and that to which it is brought.”31
 Mediality is a mundane term, like literariness; it indicates a general web 
of practice and reference.32 Expressive forms like literature, poetry, art, 
cinema, and music refer to themselves in the sense that individual works 
may refer to others directly, or combine knowledge and practice from their 
fields (or other allied fields) in new ways. Understanding this web of refer-
ence is essential to understanding how they represent, figure, and organize 
broader realities and relationships. Mediality indicates a similar process 
in communication. It is a “general condition” in which sonic practices take 
shape.33 In the places where MP3s prevail, it is not a question of communi-
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cation technologies producing sound that is more or less mediated than 
some other sonic form, but rather that communication technologies are 
a fundamental part of what it means to speak, to hear, or to do anything 
with sound.34 Mediality simply points to a collectively embodied process of 
cross- reference. It implies no particular historical or ontological priority of 
communicative forms.
 To say that media refer to one another may already be somewhat mis-
leading, since the boundaries of any medium are somewhat fuzzy and 
change over time.35 Even the definition of medium is itself historically 
specific. For instance, we may today consider e- mail as a medium. But in 
1974, it would likely have been subsumed under “computers” or some other 
hardware- based definition, despite the fact that mechanical and electronic 
media have always existed somewhat independently of their technological 
forms: both sound recording and sound film have existed in several tech-
nological forms simultaneously throughout their histories.36 One of the 
most interesting aspects of contemporary media theory is that the conno-
tative shadow of hardware looms large over any definition of media today, 
even though media forms, like e- mail, seem ever less attached to any spe-
cific form of hardware. You can do your e- mail on a computer, Pda, mobile 
phone, kiosk, or for that matter print it out and treat it like regular mail—
and may in fact do all these things in the same day. Looking back histori-
cally, we see that writers tend to associate telephony with telephones, radio 
with radios, film sound with cameras and movie projectors, sound record-
ing with phonographs, tape recorders, cd players, and portable stereos. Yet 
the mediality of the medium lies not simply in the hardware, but in its ar-
ticulation with particular practices, ways of doing things, institutions, and 
even in some cases belief systems.37
 Discussions of MP3s have tended to focus on the consumer products as-
sociated with them, most notably iPods, smartphones, and other portable 
MP3 playback devices. They are certainly ubiquitous.38 Yet the portable MP3 
device isn’t necessarily the historically significant invention. Whatever 
epochal questions we can dream up for MP3 players have already been asked 
of transistor radios and the Walkman. Mainstream magazines of the 1950s 
pointed to families who would have “music wherever they go” and transis-
tor listeners who “can’t stand silence.”39 As Susan Douglas wrote of radio in 
this period, “Modes of listening were increasingly tied to not just what you 
listened to but to where and how you listened—while falling asleep in your 
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bed, making out on the beach, and especially driving around in the car.”40 
Or consider these questions, posed to young Japanese Walkman users in 
1981: “whether men with the walkman are human or not; whether they are 
losing contact with reality; whether the relations between eyes and ears are 
changing radically; whether they are psychotic or schizophrenic; whether 
they are worried about the fate of humanity.” One of the interviewees re-
plies that the interviewer has missed the point. Soon, “you will have every 
kind of film on video at home, every kind of classical music on only one 
tape. This is what gives me pleasure.”41 The dreams associated with MP3 
players are old dreams. The anxieties about the human body and the end of 
public life are old anxieties. While portable devices are certainly significant 
for all sorts of reasons, we cannot assume their existence or proliferation is 
the only or central historical trajectory relevant to the development of the 
MP3. The format is itself a technique for storage and movement of audio.
 Format theory would ask us to modulate the scale of our analysis of 
media somewhat differently. Mediality happens on multiple scales and time 
frames. Studying formats highlights smaller registers like software, oper-
ating standards, and codes, as well as larger registers like infrastructures, 
international corporate consortia, and whole technical systems. If there 
were a single imperative of format theory, it would be to focus on the stuff 
beneath, beyond, and behind the boxes our media come in, whether we are 
talking about portable MP3 players, film projectors, television sets, parcels, 
mobile phones, or computers.42 Format theory also demands greater speci-
ficity when we talk in general terms about media. As Lisa Gitelman writes, 
“It is better to specify telephones in 1890 in the rural United States, broad-
cast telephones in Budapest in the 1920s, or cellular, satellite, corded, and 
cordless landline telephones in North America at the beginning of the 
twenty- first century. Specificity is the key.”43
 Just as the concept of mediality refuses an a priori hierarchy of degrees 
of mediation from reality, format theory refuses an a priori hierarchy of 
formations of any given medium. Instead, it invites us to ask after the 
changing formations of media, the contexts of their reception, the conjunc-
tures that shaped their sensual characteristics, and the institutional poli-
tics in which they were enmeshed. The 16:9 aspect ratio and 70 mm film are 
particular historical instantiations, and not peaks toward which progress 
has been climbing. The same could be said for sound- recording formats. For 
instance, phonograph preamps in the United States conform to an “riaa 
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curve,” which is a particular frequency response specified by the Record-
ing Industry Association of America, yet many authors will still talk about 
the sound on a record as having a more direct connection to nature than 
the sound on a compact disc.44 The duration of a record is also of historical 
interest. Reflecting on the long- playing record, Adorno wrote that “looking 
back, it now seems as if the short- playing record of yesteryear—acoustic 
daguerreotypes that are always now hard to play in a way that produces a 
satisfying sound due to the lack of proper apparatuses—unconsciously also 
corresponded to their epoch: the desire for highbrow diversion, the salon 
pieces, favorite arias, and the Neapolitan semihits whose image Proust at-
tached in an unforgettable manner to ‘O sole mio.’ This sphere of music 
is finished: there is now only music of the highest standards and obvious 
kitsch, with nothing in between. The lP expresses this historical change 
rather precisely.”45 Long- playing records could allow listeners to hear entire 
movements in operas without interruption, opera itself being a musical 
form designed for long periods of audience attention. The change in for-
mat occasions a different relationship between listener and recording, “ir-
respective of whether, on the one hand, lPs might have been technologi-
cally possible from the very start and were only held back by commercial 
calculations or due to lack of consumer interest, or, on the other, one really 
only learned so late how to capture extended musical durations without 
interrupting them.”46 This is an important qualification: we don’t have to 
subscribe to a single model of historical causality or historical change in 
order to appreciate that a change in format may mark a significant cultural 
shift.47
 The stories we tell about formats matter. For instance, most authors will 
agree that the specifications of a compact disc are somewhat arbitrary. This 
is not exactly true, but certainly the duration of a compact disc is arbitrary 
in that it could easily be longer or shorter. There are currently two stories in 
circulation about the seventy- four- minute length of the original compact 
disc, one much better known than the other. The standard tale has Norio 
Ohga, president of Sony, saying that he wanted the cd to be long enough 
to play Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony without interruption; hence cds had 
to be made seventy- four minutes long. But this is only one version of why 
the compact disc came to have the specifications that it did. Executives at 
Philips told Kees Immink, the lead engineer on the project, that because 
the compact cassette tape had been such a success, a compact disc should 
be about the same size so that it would be similarly transportable. Indeed, 
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the diameter of a cd is 12 cm, which is just slightly larger than the 11.5 cm 
diagonal of a cassette tape (see figure 1).48
 Given the capabilities of equipment in the late 1970s, the physical ca-
pacity of the technology and the various industrial compromises surround-
ing sampling rate and bit depth in digital audio at the time, a cd that was 
12 cm in diameter could hold about seventy- four minutes of music. The 
two other specifications for a cd, a bit depth of 16 bits and sample rate 
44.1 kHz (1 Hz = 1 cycle per second; 1 kHz = 1,000 cycles per second), also 
came from interests in isomorphism with other media. The peculiarities of 
computer tape in the 1970s meant that 16 bits made more sense for stor-
ing audio—8 bits was too few, and 16 bits fit the “byte- oriented nature” of 
computer data storage. During the 1970s, digital recording techniques were 
developed that allowed two channels of audio to be stored on a video tape. 
In Immink’s words, “The sampling frequencies of 44.1 and 44.056 kHz were 
thus the result of a need for compatibility with the ntsc and Pal video 
formats used for audio storage at the time.”49 The Ohga story appeared re-
peatedly in the press and persists on the internet, including, amusingly, 
on Philips’s own corporate website, where the company claims that the 
seventy- four- minute length is the reason why the cd went from 11.5 cm to 
12 cm in diameter. Yet this claim seems difficult to substantiate. Immink, 
who was as much of an insider on the project as one could be, writes that 
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“there were all sorts of stories about it having something to do with the 
length of Beethoven’s 9th Symphony and on, but you should not believe 
them.”50
 The issue here is not just that one (likely somewhat mythologized) story 
has been circulating in place of another but that the two stories serve very 
different ideological functions. The Beethoven’s Ninth story authorized the 
cd as a format fit for high culture, thereby replaying a legitimation tac-
tic used in the service of earlier sound- recording formats—as when Victor 
sought “legitimate” musicians like Enrico Caruso to record for it. It also, 
crucially, helps to uphold the myth that the primary referent of sound 
recording is live music, when in fact recordings—even of supposed live  
performance—had been referring to other recordings for decades by the 
time compact discs became feasible.51 The second story is a tale of medi-
ality, in which one format references extant practices in its design and con-
ception, and in which the design of media involves industrial and cultural 
politics, as when television tried to mimic cinematic projection with a 4:3 
aspect ratio. In the case of Philips, its designers sought a perceived quality 
of compactness and portability of discrete albums—qualities that are per- 
haps easy to forget in an age abundantly populated with portable audio 
media.
 Other formats and standards came from operational needs across media. 
For instance, lP records’ 331/3 rotation- per- minute speed was first devel-
oped for synchronized film sound. By 1926 Western Electric was able to 
produce a disc recording that lasted for the same eleven minutes as a stan-
dard reel of film by slowing (then- standard) 10- inch, 78 rpm records down 
to 331/3 rpm. (Film reels were eleven minutes because that’s how long it took 
to get through a one- thousand- foot reel of film at twenty- four frames per 
second.) This alignment of durations of audio and visual media allowed for 
easy synchronization of soundtrack and image track in projection booths, 
at least until the record skipped. Later attempts to produce long- playing 
records retained the 331/3 speed, but experimented with different materials 
for the record and needle, as well as the density of the grooves on the disc’s 
surface.52
 Attention to the mediatic dimension of formats also helps to explain 
why 128 kbps (kilobits per second) has until very recently been the default 
bitrate for MP3s made in popular programs like iTunes (though this number 
is now starting to creep upward). In the 1980s, it was thought that one im-
portant means of transmitting digital data would be over phone lines via a 
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protocol named isdn (isdn stood for Integriertes Sprach- und Datennetz, 
though the initials in English generally refer to Integrated Services Digital 
Network or Isolated Subscriber Digital Network). The isdn’s lines in the 
1980s had a capacity of 128 kbps, with an extra 16 kbps for error checking 
and other network matters. Experiments on digital audio compression in 
the 1980s were undertaken with the goal of transmitting a continuous, in-
telligible audio stream within the available bandwidth.53 Today, even the 
cheapest dsl connection is wider than 128 kbps for downloads, yet the 
128k specification remains a default setting in many programs. Some pre-
liminary tests have even shown that university- aged listeners have a slight 
preference for 128k files over other rates, no doubt because of familiarity.54 
As suggested by examples like analog television’s 4:3 aspect ratio or the 
diameter of a compact disc—or for that matter, the history of intersections 
between interior decorating, furniture design, and the shapes of phono-
graphs, radios, and televisions—the issue of reference to other technolo-
gies and practices is endemic to the design of mechanical and electronic 
media, as well as digital media.55
 The isdn story points to another set of questions for understanding for-
mats. All formats presuppose particular formations of infrastructure with 
their own codes, protocols, limits, and affordances. Although those models 
may not remain constant, aspects of the old infrastructural context may 
persist in the shape and stylization of the format long after they are needed. 
Some will be the result of defaults chosen at one moment and left unexam-
ined; others will become core parts of the user’s experience and therefore 
noticeable in their absence. In either case, the sensory and functional shape 
of the format may emerge from the “objective necessities and constraints of 
data storage” and transmission at the moment of their development, “but 
they also accrue phenomenological and aesthetic value” as people actually 
experience them.56 The persistence of residual imperatives in custom and 
sensibility is a well- documented aspect of “embodied history”: “a man who 
raises his hat in greeting is unwittingly reactivating a conventional sign in-
herited from the Middle Ages, when, as Panofsky reminds us, armed men 
used to take off their helmets to make clear their peaceful intentions.”57 The 
same sort of historical process is at work in the shape of any given format 
or medium. A characteristic that might first appear as the result of numb 
technological imperatives is actually revealed as something that had an aes-
thetic and cultural function, even if it is subsequently transformed—as in 
the case of the 128k standard.58
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 Infrastructures of data networks and later the internet—and the stan-
dards upon which they are based—provide the water in which the MP3 fish 
swim. These technical networks are built on top of one another, like oceanic 
zones or layers, and depending on the register we consider, the political or 
cultural articulation of the technology may vary widely. MP3s accumulat-
ing on hard drives mean one thing, their presence as a portion of internet 
traffic means another, their compliance to an iso standard raises yet a dif-
ferent set of questions, and the psychoacoustic model on which they are 
based still others.59 The shape of the infrastructure also matters. It is not 
simply a question of the size of bandwidth in the network’s channel, of how 
big a data stream can pass through. It is also a question of how the network 
itself is built: “infrastructures are never transparent for everyone, and their 
workability as they scale up becomes increasingly complex.” Infrastructures 
tend to disappear for observers, except when they break down.60
 At first blush, it would appear that the MP3 is perfectly designed for an 
“end- to- end” network like the internet. The end- to- end ideal is based on a 
structure where the vast middle of the network does relatively little to its 
traffic. The network simply passes through that data stream while devices 
at the ends of the network do the important work. Personal computers 
are supposed to be “smart” and do most of the processing at either end of 
internet traffic; routers and switches are supposed to be “dumb” and pass 
through all traffic without modifying it too much. This is only an ideal; in 
reality, the internet does not exactly work this way. But the MP3 standard 
follows an end- to- end logic. The encoding stage has elaborate processing to 
make the file smaller. The decoding stage has an elaborate and precise set 
of rules for MP3 playback. In between, the file moves through the internet 
like any other stream of data. This sort of movement is quite different from 
other forms of infrastructure.61
 Whether we are talking about gramophone discs, compact discs, or hard 
disks, recorded audio has always had a format to it. Changes of format can 
be at least as significant to consider as changes of or across media. We are 
comfortable talking that way in the history of visual art or printing, and 
we should take equal comfort in thinking this way about communication. 
Cross- media formats like MP3 operate like catacombs under the concep-
tual, practical, and institutional edifices of media. Formats do not set us 
free of constraints or literature from the histories that have already been 
written. They only offer a different route through the city of mediality. Not 
all formats are of equal historical or conceptual significance. Many may be 
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analytical dead ends. But if they have enough depth, breadth, and reach, 
some formats may offer completely different inroads into media history 
and may well show us subterranean connections among media that we pre-
viously thought separate. The study of formats does not mean forgetting 
what we’ve learned from the study of media or, more broadly, communica-
tion technologies. It is simply to consider the embedded ideas and routines 
that cut across them.62
 This book explores the big questions that live inside a diminutive for-
mat. It offers a set of concentrically connected histories, winding in from 
the long- term history of compression and bandwidth management in tele-
phony and twentieth- century sound media to the specific histories of the 
MP3 format. There is the history of the research that led to the MP3’s cre-
ation and its social life since being codified in 1992. There is the history of the 
technology behind the format—perceptual coding of audio—as an idea and 
a practice, which dates back to changes in ideas about sound and noise in 
the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s. Then there is the history of the subject written 
into the code of the MP3, which first began to appear as at&t took an inter-
est in hearing research in the 1910s. Each of these three time scales offers 
insights into the format’s meaning that are unavailable through the other 
two. Although the book presents its history more or less in chronological 
sequence, my hope is to render these three distinct temporal rhythms as 
operating simultaneously. The history of MP3 is in this sense polyrhyth-
mic. It exists as part of conjunctures that developed over periods of the last 
thirty years, the last fifty- five years, and close to the last one hundred years 
(see figure 2).63 To explore these conjunctures, I read documents in a wide 
range of overlapping fields and conducted oral historical interviews to get a 
sense of the tacit knowledge that lay behind perceptual coding.
 Chapter 1 opens as a new approach to hearing research begins to emerge 
in the 1910s. Perceptual coding gets its hearing science from a field called 
psychoacoustics, which began to take its modern form at this moment. The 
mathematical model in the MP3 encoder is called a psychoacoustic model. 
Psychoacoustics is the study of auditory perception. More precisely, it uses 
sound technologies to test and describe the mechanism of human hear-
ing.64 In many fields, the “discursive rules” of psychoacoustics conditioned 
the kinds of questions that could be asked about human hearing, how those 
questions could be investigated, and how they could be applied in research 
on sound technology.65 Because of their institutional and cultural situa-
tion, the discussions of psychology relevant to the design of the MP3 were 
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all conditioned by the philosophical, cultural, and political sensibilities of 
psychoacoustics.
 Everything that is known about hearing in its natural state is a result of 
the interactions between ears and sound technologies. The psychoacoustic 
construct of hearing- in- itself is only accessible through sonic equipment, 
and through users who are comfortable working with it. This is no acci-
dent. Psychoacoustics began the twentieth century as a disorganized field, 
not fully developed or separated from physiological acoustics. That began 
to change when American Telephone and Telegraph made basic research 
into human hearing part of its organizational mission. The phone com-
pany realized that by better understanding human hearing, it could tune 
the phone system to the auditory range of its users. By the 1920s, research 
into hearing allowed at&t to quadruple the capacity of parts of its system. 
By calculating the limits of human hearing, and of the parts of hearing 
most necessary for understanding speech, at&t was able to create a sys-
tem that only reproduced those parts of the signal. With the aid of auditory 
psychology, at&t essentially created surplus bandwidth in its phone lines 
where none had existed before. It was able to monetize the gaps in human 
hearing and thereby use bandwidth more efficiently to generate more in-
come. I use the term perceptual technics to name the application of percep-
tual research for the purposes of economizing signals. Perceptual technics 
did for perception what ergonomics did for work. The history of perceptual 
technics provides insight into a major economic force in twentieth- century 
communications. It also exerted a great deal of influence on the questions 
and directions of perceptual science during the same period. Even today, re-
searchers refer back to work first done at Bell Labs; many of the methods, 
questions, and presuppositions of modern psychoacoustics were developed 
there.
 Today, psychology textbooks routinely describe hearing—and all per-
ception—in terms of information processing. Chapter 2 examines how 
psychoacoustics intertwined telephony and hearing, and in turn how in-
formation theory and cybernetics would later commingle technical and life 
processes in an analogous fashion. Starting with an experiment in 1929 
involving two researchers from Princeton University who wired a series of 
live cats into a phone system they borrowed from at&t, I trace a chain of 
reference in phone research, in which phones and ears were increasingly 
described in terms of one another. While sound- reproduction technologies 
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had always figured some mechanism of the ear—most notably the tym-
panum in the diaphragms of phonographs, microphones, and speakers— 
psychoacousticians gradually established a set of equivalences between 
telephony and the inner ear and eventually the mind’s ear. This model, 
which began as highly specific to telephony, came to be generalized to ani-
mals, and by extension, to people. Telephony and psychoacoustics defined 
hearing as a problem of information.
 At the same time, early theories of signal transmission and redundancy 
that were developed for the telephone system became the basis not only 
for psychological theories of the subject, but also for communication in 
general, culminating in Claude Shannon’s mathematical theory of commu-
nication. Methodologically, psychoacoustics separated the process of hear-
ing from the meaning of what was heard. It posited that perception and 
meaning could be disentangled.66 Information theory separated the trans-
mission and interpretation of messages in an analogous fashion. While in-
formation theory’s debt to military problems is well documented in the 
literature, chapter 2 emphasizes its abstraction of acute transmission prob-
lems in the telephone system. Shannon built on work done at Bell Labs to 
formulate his theory of information, developing his general theory from 
the historical formations of communication technologies in his time, from 
the residual to the emergent. The Mathematical Theory of Communication 
moves through a variety of communication systems of the time to develop 
its general, abstract theory: telegraph and teletype, telephone, radio, and 
television (black and white and color).67
 Shannon first published his theory in 1948 in a pair of papers in the 
Bell System Technical Journal. It drew wider attention when published as a 
book a year later with Warren Weaver’s introduction, which helped readers 
see past the complex math. As John Durham Peters has written, Shannon’s 
theory was “many things to many people. It gave scientists a fascinating 
account of information in terms of the old thermodynamic favorite, en-
tropy, gave at&t a technical definition of signal redundancy and hence a 
recipe for ‘shaving’ frequencies in order to fit more calls on one line, and 
gave American intellectual life a vocabulary well suited to the country’s 
newly confirmed status as military and political world leader.”68 Informa-
tion theory also provided a formula for what is now called lossless compres-
sion, a technique of eliminating redundant data in a transmission with no 
measurable change to the output. The MP3’s encoder combines perceptual 
coding with Huffman coding, which is a form of lossless compression. Its 
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designer, David Huffman, was a student of Shannon’s collaborator Robert 
Fano.
 Perceptual technics and information theory created the intellectual 
milieu where perceptual coding could happen, but perceptual coding did 
not emerge in the 1950s. It surfaced on top of currents that developed over 
the next thirty years. Perceptual coders are built around a specific psycho-
acoustic theory of hearing; they deal with noise in a particular way, and they 
make use of considerable computer power. Chapter 3 offers a history of the 
psychoacoustic concept of masking, the domestication of noise, and chang-
ing relationships between computers and audio between the 1950s and the 
1970s as the basis for the first perceptual coders. Perceptual coding emerged 
at the intersection of these changes. By the turn of the 1980s, engineers on 
at least four different continents who were not in touch with one another 
independently worked out ways to use models of hearing, or more accu-
rately what cannot be heard within the audible spectrum, as the basis for a 
system of data compression for digital sound transmission. This is possible 
because they shared a common problem space defined by the intersection 
of psychoacoustics and information theory, and because of the conjuncture 
I describe in this chapter. Although there is no exact date on the coinage 
of the term perceptual coding, it appears in published work by 1988 and was 
probably in common parlance sometime before that. Throughout this book, 
I will use the term anachronistically to describe those forms of audio coding 
that use a mathematical model of human hearing to actively remove sound 
in the audible part of the spectrum under the assumption that it will not be 
heard. That practice can be dated back to the 1970s, the crucial period under 
consideration in this chapter.69
 Early perceptual technics like at&t’s filters put boundaries around the 
hearable. Perceptual coding sought out the shifting gaps within the field of 
hearable sounds. Masking and the theory of critical bands are probably the 
most important psychoacoustic concepts for building a perceptual coder. 
In the ear, louder sounds mask quieter ones with a similar frequency con-
tent.70 Auditory masking is the process of eliminating similar frequencies, 
based on the principle that when two sounds of similar frequency content 
are played together and one is significantly quieter, people will hear only 
the louder sound. Temporal masking is a similar principle across time. If 
there are two sounds very close together in time (less than about five milli-
seconds apart, depending on the material) and one is significantly louder 
than the other, listeners can only hear the louder sound. The MP3 encoder 
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uses both types of masking to decide which parts of a sound need to be re-
produced. The theory of critical bands allowed for the prediction of masking 
response by positing channels in the ear where sounds will mask one an-
other, and all of the early perceptual coders I have found were built around 
this theory.
 Although masking had been identified as a phenomenon in the nine-
teenth century, predictive models of masking did not emerge until the 
middle of the twentieth century. Initially, communication engineers viewed 
masking as a problem to be overcome. For instance, noise in a telephone 
line would mask audible speech. Traditionally, the engineering solution had 
been to minimize the noise. But starting in the 1970s, groups of researchers 
began to realize that audible sound could mask noise. If the noise of trans-
mission could be moved to the gaps in the audible spectrum, noise could be 
eliminated as a perceptual phenomenon even though it was still measur-
ably present on the line. This shifting attitude toward noise was reflected 
in other cultural fields. The idea of using and manipulating noise (rather 
than eliminating it) had existed as a minor thread since the birth of the 
historical avant- garde, but it proliferated across fields during the 1960s and 
1970s, suggesting methods for everything from the design of cubicle- farm 
offices to killing pain. That is, while thinkers in a wide range of fields had 
defined noise as something to be eliminated, dentists, architectural acous-
ticians, artists, and musicians began to explore ways of rendering noise 
useful. Similar attitudinal shifts toward computers were necessary during 
this period. Where computers had been used to model perception and as 
musical instruments, during the 1970s they were increasingly reconceived 
as sound media in their own right, both in research institutes and in artis-
tic milieus. With a theory of the difference between signal and sound and 
with a new relationship to noise and to computers, engineers could imagine 
perceptual coding as a new kind of solution to old problems of perceptual 
technics and information theory.
 We may talk of media as being invented and developed, but the equiva-
lent—and much less spectacular—moment of birth for a format would 
have to be the moment it becomes a standard. Standards assure that a 
format that operates on one system will operate on another and govern 
the protocols for doing so.71 From the turmoil of standards making, order 
emerges and a format begins to appear to casual observers as the natural 
outcome of a contingent and negotiated process.72 The MP3 is a “standard 
object,” to use Matthew Fuller’s term. As he points out, processes become 
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standardized as well as objects. Though we may think of an MP3 as a file, it 
is also the set of rules governing the process of coding and decoding audio, 
along with the vast set of processes that at one point or another conform to 
those rules, that make MP3 what it is. In Fuller’s terms, the MP3 is a “meta-
standard” because it is for audio in general. Just as a shipping container 
can hold anything smaller than its interior space, an MP3 file can hold any 
recorded or transmitted sound. Systems built on metastandards require a 
certain level of self- reference. They must be closed enough to operate in-
dependently according to the standards set for them, and they can take on 
certain self- generating, self- adjusting, or self- perpetuating characteristics. 
Standard objects like the MP3 bind together “different perspectival scales, 
technologies, epistemologies, rhythms, and affordances.”73
 Chapter 4 considers the emergence of the MP3 format as a standards- 
making exercise. It charts the contingencies and compromises that shaped 
the format.74 In 1988 the International Organization for Standardization 
formed the Moving Picture Experts Group to come up with a standard for 
digital video and audio.75 For those who believed in standardization, one for-
mat was needed that could cut across digital technologies as diverse as com-
pact discs, digital video, high- definition television, teleconferencing, digital 
broadcast, and satellite communications, to name just a few of the disparate 
industries interested in a shared standard.76 To diffuse political differences 
among participants, the standard MPEG set in 1992 included three differ-
ent protocols for encoding audio, which they called layers. MP3 is layer 3 of 
the MPEG- 1 audio standard. (There are subsequent MPEG audio standards, 
but new equipment and software is usually backward- compatible.) It rep-
resented a scheme developed by a German Institute called Fraunhofer iis 
(Institute for Integrated Circuits—Institut für Integrierte Schaltungen), 
at&t, Thomson, and France Télécom. Because no company had cornered 
the market on perceptual coding in 1988, MPEG was able to serve a regulat-
ing function across industries.
 The story of MPEG, then, is an instructive if somewhat atypical case 
of how the standards- making process defines formats. Many technologi-
cal standards are created in secret and are closely guarded, so MPEG is un-
usual because some of its history is publicly available. And because of the 
availability of documentation on the establishment of the MPEG format, its 
history also illustrates how standards- making manages industrial politics 
in the sensual design of communication technologies. A settled standard 
represents a crystallized moment in the negotiation process among differ-
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ent involved actors, whether companies, international standards- making 
bodies, or governments.77
 International standards are a gray area in communication policy, but 
they have played an important and understudied role in what we now call 
the globalization of media. Without standards, content could not travel as 
well as it does and could not be as well controlled as it is. Many writers 
have commented on the centrality of policy to the development of media 
systems. Rather than viewing technological and industrial change as inexo-
rable forces, they argue, we should turn to analysis of and intervention in 
governments’ policymaking operations.78 There is much to recommend this 
approach. But the vast majority of government involvement in standards 
has been to sort out national broadcasting and telecommunication issues. 
Standards touch the lives of their users in a much wider range of situations, 
and audiovisual standards emerge from a vast galaxy of interconnected or-
ganizations. Not only are there competing standards in every field, but there 
are also competing ways of establishing standards in every field. Sometimes 
they are the result of corporations devising proprietary schemes and lever-
aging them to dominate the market. Sometimes they emerge from a web 
of international organizations and consortia. While governmental policy-
making can have the veneer of a democratic (or at least bureaucratic) pro-
cess to which stakeholders are entitled access, much standards- making is 
rough business, done behind closed doors and conducted under the cloak of 
secrecy. Yet like government- set communication policy, standards- making 
is shaped by the interests of the standards- setters.79 Chapter 4 considers 
how those interests played out on the ground.
 The MP3 represents a confluence of artistic technique, aesthetics, and 
technology. One of the crucial steps in MPEG’s standards- making exercise 
was a series of listening tests conducted in 1990 and 1991. Chapter 5 tells 
the story of these tests. MPEG needed a method to judge between different 
schemes, and to refine the audio processing enough in the standard that it 
would work for most people in most situations. The consortium considered 
four different perceptual- coding schemes, each of which was built into a 
codec (a coder- decoder box; today the term used for software that codes or 
decodes audio; see figure 3). A panel of MPEG- designated expert listeners 
conducted exhausting tests where a single recording would be run through 
each of the competing codecs multiple times. After repeated auditions over 
a period of hours, the listeners had to rate the audio quality without know-
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ing which sounds came from which box. The statistics from these tests were 
then used in the MPEG standards exercises.
 A whole praxaeology of listening was written into the code of an MP3, 
where particular kinds of listening subjects and orientations toward lis-
tening shaped the format. Through MPEG’s listening tests, expert listeners 
came to represent, in code, an anticipated future listening public. As with 
the test subjects of psychoacoustics, MPEG’s expert listeners weren’t sup-
posed to listen to the content of the audio fed through the competing 
codecs. They were only to listen for its formal characteristics and qualities 
as sound, as timbre. As the test instructed its listeners to remove their own 
tastes from the exercise, it offered a synecdoche for the removal of eco-
nomic interest from the standards- making exercise. The tests were sup-
posed to ensure neutrality among the competing interests within MPEG, 
even if in matters of aesthetics, there is no possible neutral position.
 Any music recorded in a suitable digital format can be coded as an MP3, 
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and in many situations, listeners may not be able to tell the difference. 
The listening tests reveal how the format negotiated its very particular ori-
gins in an attempt to approach a universal model of the listening subject. 
But the MP3 format itself was unmistakably grounded in a specific cultural 
milieu at the moment of its formation. Listening tests show the degree to 
which a professionally defined aesthetic of “good sound” shaped the format 
as much as more scientific or technical determinations did. MPEG audio 
followed from the stylistics of mainstream commercial radio and record-
ing in Europe, North America, and Japan. In the end, MP3 audio works so 
well because it refers directly—in its very conception—to the sounds and 
practices of other conventions of sound- reproduction practice. Rather than 
demanding attention, it takes advantage of listeners’ distraction from the 
music. Like a person who slips into a crowd, the MPEG audio was designed 
to disappear into the global network of communication technologies.
 The MP3 format feels like an open standard to end- users. We can down-
load software that encodes or plays back MP3s for free, and we can of course 
download MP3s for free, whether or not we are supposed to do so. Even de-
velopers can download the source code from Fraunhofer (which holds the 
most patents) for free. The MP3 is a nonrivalrous resource because from a 
user’s standpoint, making a copy of an MP3 for someone else doesn’t de-
prive the original user of its use. An MP3 costs almost nothing to make 
and reproduce—once someone has invested in a computer, software, a rela-
tively reliable supply of electricity, and some kind of internet connection 
(because of these costs, we cannot say that it is truly free even when it is 
not directly purchased). An MP3 is a nonexcludable resource because it is im-
possible to prevent people who haven’t paid for it from enjoying its bene-
fits.80 Borrow a cd, rip it, give it back. Now you and the original owner can 
both listen to the music. Share your MP3 through a peer- to- peer network 
and millions of others can listen to the same recording at no direct cost to 
you, or to them (though even this apparently free transaction requires the 
initial investments listed above).
 But MP3 is not open source, and it should not be confused with software 
like Linux that comes out of the recursive publics of the free- software move-
ment. The MP3 is a proprietary standard that brings in hundreds of millions 
of euros each year for the companies that hold the rights to it. The website 
for Thomson, which serves as the licensing representative for Fraunhofer, 
lists per- unit royalty rates for Pc hardware, software, integrated circuits, 
and digital signal processors; per- title rates for video games; and a straight 
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percentage of broadcasting- related revenue. The list of licensees reads like 
a who’s who of new media distribution. In addition to the companies one 
would expect to see, like Amazon, Apple, Microsoft, and Motorola, one also 
sees other kinds of names like Airbus, cnn, Focus on the Family, and Mat-
tel. MP3 has its technical niche in air travel, news, toys, and evangelical 
Christianity, and for each commercial niche with revenue over US$100,000, 
there is a fee paid (private uses such as building a personal music library are 
exempted, so for now you are off the hook).81
 Chapter 6 explains how this state of affairs came to be. After MPEG 
established its standard in 1992, the competition that it had sought to man-
age returned to the surface. Each of MPEG’s three layers had patents that 
went with them, and those patents were only valuable if someone were to 
start making use of the technology. Initially, the patent holders for layer 2 
were much more successful getting their product into lucrative emerging 
markets, such as video compact discs and satellite radio. But after a series 
of stalled marketing exercises, Fraunhofer branded layer 3 “MP3” and re-
leased software that could encode and decode MP3 files on a computer. 
Shortly thereafter, an Australian hacker defeated their copy protection and 
rereleased their codec for free. This turned out to be an incredibly fortu-
nate turn for Fraunhofer. By 1997 MP3 was firmly established as the pre-
ferred format for online file sharing. The rest of the story is well known. 
As cd burners came down in price, unauthorized MP3- filled cds began to 
be sold on the streets of major cities. As internet connections proliferated, 
file- sharing took off among connected users in wealthier countries. File- 
sharing services like Napster gained international attention, and attempts 
to defeat them led to even more well- designed schemes to facilitate online 
traffic, first in music and later in all sorts of audiovisual material and even-
tually books.
 Chapter 6 juxtaposes this wave of file- sharing against earlier waves of 
unauthorized copying and with ongoing debates over the status of music 
as a commodity, as a practice, and as a process. Mass file- sharing may am-
plify a crisis in some quarters of the music industries, but it also affords 
an opportunity to rethink the social organization of music. Consider that 
the file- sharing story is usually told in one of two modes. A tragic mode 
highlights the damage this did to the most powerful players in the record-
ing industry, especially labels that were part of transnational conglomer-
ates. A heroic version of the story holds up file- sharing as part of a social 
movement which has fought the major- label monopoly over the distribu-
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tion of music. There is no question that revenue has declined for the largest 
players in the recording industry, and that the world has not seen unautho-
rized music exchange on this scale. But ultimately, the current wave of file- 
sharing has a great deal in common with other episodes of piracy in audio 
history, such as pirate radio in Britain and cassette piracy in many parts 
of Asia, Africa, and Latin America. In each of those cases, piracy was itself 
a market activity. It generated value for someone, and not just the people 
who managed to sell unauthorized copies.
 During the 1980s, blank media companies like basf and Philips prof-
ited greatly from the transnational wave of cassette piracy. The explo-
sion of pirated MP3s is in essence no different. In addition to the MP3’s 
patent holders, purveyors of storage media, playback devices (including a 
wide range of consumer electronics), and broadband internet have prof-
ited handsomely from mass piracy. Unauthorized duplication and circula-
tion have certainly deflated the profitability of recordings, but they are not 
the antimarket practices we have been led to believe. They fit perfectly well 
within other kinds of market strategies and with long- standing practices of 
music consumption, even as they offer opportunities for the transforma-
tion of these practices. If we are to reimagine an alternative, better world 
for musicians and listeners, we will need to look past both the old monopo-
lies over distribution and existing practices of peer- to- peer file- sharing for 
new models that support a robust musical culture, one not just based on 
buying and selling.
 The conclusion considers the future prospects for MP3s and how MP3 
files may fare after the format’s fall from prominence. It also situates MP3 
technology and MP3 listening against broader contemporary changes in lis-
tening practice, consumer electronics, media systems, and sound culture. 
Compression technologies will continue to develop and proliferate, but 
today’s sonic environment is vastly different from the one that nurtured 
perceptual technics decades ago. Echoing writers in psychoacoustics, infor-
mation theory, and philosophy, I end by arguing for a plural ontology and 
pragmatics of audition. Future work in science, technology, medicine, the 
arts, humanities, and policy will need to negotiate multiple models of hear-
ing subjects and sonic technologies. The alternative is a sonic monoculture 
that will be of relevance to an ever- dwindling set of people and contexts.
 My history stalls out at the beginning of the twenty- first century, right 
when MP3s hit mass circulation. It therefore leaves aside commentary on 
some of the more widely discussed and known aspects of the so- called MP3 
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revolution. Other writers are already at work on accounts of the role of 
MP3 players in people’s everyday lives, the significance of file- sharing for 
the recording industry and intellectual property battles, the differing roles 
of MP3s outside of wealthy nations, the format’s future or lack thereof, 
the interweaving logics of musical collections and databases, MP3- specific 
music like mashups, and the relationship of the internet to musical pro-
duction and distribution.82 Though those issues will arise in the following 
pages, this book steps back from those well- established contemporary con-
cerns to consider the MP3 format in some of the longer flows of history in 
sound, communication, and compression.
 It may seem strange that the history of a recent invention covers the 
better part of a century and spends the bulk of its first two chapters on 
events before 1950. I certainly didn’t plan to write it this way. My initial 
readings in perceptual coding and psychoacoustics led me to ideas first 
hatched in the 1960s and 1970s. I expected the book to begin somewhere 
in what is now chapter 3, where I would explain the immediate origins and 
“prehistory” of perceptual- coding technology. But the limits of that peri-
odization were driven home for me when I interviewed JJ Johnston, an 
engineer who worked at at&t Bell Labs and developed one of the first work-
ing audio perceptual coders (he also may have coined the phrase perceptual 
coding in its current usage). During our interview at his home, Johnston 
took me downstairs to his bookshelf and we talked about where his various 
ideas came from. Johnston showed me a copy of Harvey Fletcher’s 1929 edi-
tion of Speech and Hearing (his may have been the 1953 version), and we dis-
cussed how ideas and methods in that book shaped his work in the 1980s. 
In researching this book as a history of the possibility of the technology as 
well as the brand, it became clear that much of what we think of as native 
to “new” media was developed close to a century ago, and that to get at the 
historical meaning of the MP3 format, I would have to rethink the place of 
digital communication in the larger universe of twentieth- century commu-
nication technologies. In doing research, we challenge the presuppositions 
we bring to problems.
 The work of cultural studies is to redescribe context, to analyze conjunc-
tures, to attend to the relations of people, power, and practices built into 
any phenomenon or problem. “Any event can only be understood relation-
ally, as a condensation of multiple determinations and effects.”83 As I sug-
gested in the first two sections of this introduction, MP3s invite us to con-
sider a not- very- well- documented history of compression; they also push 
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us toward other strands of context that are not well documented in the 
available histories. Although psychoacoustics has played a major role in the 
design of almost every sound technology in the twentieth century (as has 
psychophysics more broadly in other sensory technologies), there are few 
critical assessments of its import or effects. In addition to my own reading 
and reflection, I have profited from the work of Mara Mills, who has fol-
lowed something of a parallel path in her history of telephone research and 
hardness- of- hearing; Georgina Born, who has studied the role of psycho-
acoustics in avant- garde composition; and Emily Thompson, who places the 
phone company at the center of the history of electroacoustics. But there 
is still much conceptual work to be done. Meanwhile, information theory 
has seen quite a renaissance in communication historiography, but apart 
from Paul Edwards, David Mindell, and a few others, its deep connection 
to psychoacoustics and phone research has not been a major theme. This 
points to a larger argument in the book. While much of the existing history 
of information theory focuses on its connection with military problems, I 
highlight the connections between information theory and corporate capi-
talism. This book is a story of how a set of problems in capitalism taught 
us to think about hearing and communication more broadly. The principles 
first articulated as part of Bell’s program of perceptual technics in the 1920s 
are essential to the workings and profitability of MP3s, and also to the en-
tire economy of new media systems.
 The MP3 format has seen many competitors, and with good reason. It is 
a proprietary format, meaning that to create software for it you must pay 
a licensing fee. The format itself was the result of political compromise. 
It is possible to improve on the psychoacoustic assumptions and signal- 
processing protocols built into the MP3 format, and it is possible to get 
better sound quality with lower bitrates. The format itself has continued to 
develop. Technically, the MPEG standard is a standard for decoding audio; 
it also allows for innovation. Newer encoders have improved on the early 
ones in many aspects of processing, including the psychoacoustic model. 
But the past few years have seen a proliferation of alternative formats to 
MP3, for instance aac, which improves on MP3s’ signal processing, handles 
more channels of audio, and encodes at lower bitrates (and avoids some of 
the industrial compromises of the original MPEG format), and Ogg Vorbis, 
which is an open- source format, meaning that one does not need to pay a 
fee to write software for it. Increased technical capacity is just as likely to 
occasion a new proliferation of compressed formats, though the 128k stan-
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dard is starting to give way to higher bitrates for newer files. For now, MP3 
remains the world’s preeminent audio format. One day, other formats will 
eclipse the MP3 if they are more efficient, more accessible, or otherwise 
more convivial. But the conjuncture that gave rise to MP3s will retain a cer-
tain significance—as the moment when the dream of verisimilitude was 
publicly troubled, when perceptual processing washed over the digital land-
scape, and when an uneasy truce over the materiality of sound and music 
was spectacularly disturbed.



1. P e r C e P T u a l  T e C h n i C s

In 1938 the unfortunately named Professor Edwin G. Boring wrote that 
“really not so very much happened in the sixty years after” Hermann von 
Helmholtz published On the Sensations of Tone in 1863.1 By this, he meant 
that Helmholtz inaugurated a new paradigm for understanding hearing—
one grounded in the methods and ideas of physiology and physics—that 
other researchers played out for six decades. The judgment may have been 
a bit skewed by Boring’s interests. But something did change in hearing 
research—especially American hearing research—in the 1910s and 1920s. 
Researchers and money poured into the field, and hearing studies began 
to shift their touchstones from physiological and physical models to a par-
ticular set of psychological models. During this period, psychologists and 
engineers devised ways of thinking about sound, hearing, and technology 
that shaped media for the rest of the twentieth century.
 The shadow of a listener imprinted in every MP3 has its origins in the 
history of psychoacoustics as an academic subject and the history of a par-
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 1. The sentence was originally drafted in 2005 and revised in 2011. During that 
time, overall online file- sharing traffic appears to have stabilized, even as 
its characteristics have changed. Although overall online sales of recordings 
have increased, legal action appears to have had no long- term effects on file- 
sharing traffic. For instance, a recent court decision to shut down the popu-
lar LimeWire service led to a temporary 18 percent dip in Gnutella traffic 
until users discovered other sites. The vast majority of online file- sharing 
is difficult to measure: one- click sites like RapidShare (which may well one 
day host file- shared versions of this very text) are impossible to track, and 
while it is possible to track BitTorrent users, as yet nobody has come up with 
a robust measure of its traffic in files (nor has anyone discerned the propor-
tion of copyrighted audio files to television, film, pornography—and legally 
shared material). Author interviews with Joel Fleischer of BigChampagne 
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.com. See also Boudreau, “Illegal File Sharing Showing No Letup”; Schulze 
and Mochalski, “Ipoque Internet Study 2008/2009”; Arrango, “Judge Tells 
Limewire, the File- Trading Service, to Disable Its Software.” In 2001, Andrew 
Leyshon traced a single MP3 file on Audiogalaxy and found that it was simul-
taneously available to 15,560 users in at least sixty- four countries. Leyshon, 
“Scary Monsters?” 539–40.

 2. Jones, “Music That Moves”; McLeod, Freedom of Expression; McLeod, “MP3s 
Are Killing Home Taping”; Taylor, Strange Sounds, 17–18. For a textbook state-
ment of the “circuit of culture” model, see du Gay, Hall, Negus, Mackay, and 
Janes, Doing Cultural Studies.

 3. Here I tip my hat to Rudolf Arnheim, who made the same point about radio 
in 1936. He begins by noting radio’s feats of transmission but quickly turns 
to its cultural significance: radio “has constituted a new experience for the 
artist, his audience and the theoretician.” Arnheim, Radio, 14, 15. Subsequent 
radio histories have confirmed his position. See, e.g., Hilmes, Radio Voices; 
Hilmes and Loviglio, The Radio Reader; Douglas, Inventing American Broadcast-
ing; Douglas, Listening In; Newman, Radio Active.

 4. For instance, a three- minute stereo cd file takes up about 30 megabytes of 
disk space; a three- minute MP3 of average quality takes up 3–4 megabytes of 
disk space.

 5. For a technical description of perceptual coding, see Hacker, mp3; Pohlmann, 
Principles of Digital Audio.

 6. The implied user is, of course, a widely accepted general feature of technolo-
gies and part of a well- established practice of their critical analysis. Akrich, 
“The De- Scription of Technical Objects.”

 7. When they consider its aesthetic characteristics, many existing histories of 
digital culture tend to emphasize its visual and visible dimensions. See, e.g., 
Mirzoeff, “Introduction to Part Three”; Manovich, The Language of New Media; 
Friedberg, The Virtual Window; Rodowick, The Virtual Life of Film. Manovich 
and Rodowick in particular overemphasize the historical significance of 
cinema. While there are obvious connections between cinematic modes of 
representation and new media forms, cinema is only one character in a much 
bigger story.

 8. Dyson continues: Sound technologies have “laid the groundwork for notions 
of immersion and embodiment: the primary figures that characterize new 
media.” Dyson, Sounding New Media, 3. Although I focus on telephony here, 
Dyson rightly looks across audio technologies for the seeds of contempo-
rary new media. Film sound, artificial reverberation, and radio created physi-
cally immersive and semi- immersive spaces of virtual and mixed reality long 
before it was possible to do so with visual or haptic media. The distraction 
and multitasking so often noted in contemporary discussions of social media 
probably have one of their origins in everyday radio listening practices and 
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telephony. Sterne, “What’s Digital in Digital Music?”; Russo, Points on the 
Dial; Hillis, Online a Lot of the Time; Verma, Theater of the Mind.

 9. Mills, “On Disability and Cybernetics.”
 10. The historical importance of the telephone system (alongside military and 

academic institutions) to information theory and computer culture is well 
established among writers in science and technology studies. See, e.g., 
Edwards, The Closed World; Nebeker, Signal Processing.

 11. Radio and telephony traded many technologies and had some interdepen-
dence over the course of the twentieth century, but so far as I can tell, radio 
research was not nearly as crucial to the development of theories of hearing 
or theories of information that would lead to the digital technologies that 
now surround us. Instead, radio defined broadcasting, advertising, and com-
mon national cultures, and offered a new kind of experience of social time 
for listeners that would proliferate into a wide range of mass media. To my 
knowledge, no writing exists yet on the historical links between radio and 
contemporary social media, but the morphological similarity—as ambiance, 
as punctuation, as timeliness, as collectivity—begs for a more thorough his-
torical investigation. Loviglio, Radio’s Intimate Public; Goodman, “Distracted 
Listening”; Russo, Points on the Dial.

 12. Denegri- Knott and Tadajewski, “The Emergence of MP3 Technology.” Denegri- 
Knott and Tadajewski make a similar point to mine regarding telephone re-
search, though they erroneously cite PcM audio as a compression technology 
and cite quantization as the primary innovation of Bell. (As we will see, the 
quantification of sound and hearing happened earlier.)

 13. Following Michel Chion, I use the term definition to describe the available 
bandwidth or storage capacity of a medium in terms of how much of its con-
tent can be presented to an end- user at any given moment. See Chion, Audio- 
Vision, 98–99.

 14. Most of the journalistic discussions of MP3 sound take some version of the 
position that greater technological potential and less “perfect” files are some-
thing of a paradox. This is also a question I heard frequently after delivering 
talks on parts of the book. For articulations of this position, see for instance, 
Atkinson, “MP3 and the Marginalization of High End Audio”; Bemis, “The 
Digital Devolution”; Milner, Perfecting Sound Forever.

 15. Fukuyama, “All Hail . . . Analog?” The academic work on the sound of MP3s is 
considerably more limited. John Shiga spends a few pages discussing the po-
litical dimensions of MP3 technology aside from its distribution; Aden Evens 
argues that diminished sound quality blurs the line between musical form 
and commodity. Evens, Sound Ideas; Shiga, “Translations.” More common is 
a brief description of the compression technology behind the MP3 on the way 
to discussion of it as a technology of distribution, as in Katz, Capturing Sound, 
160–61.
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 16. Chion, Audio- Vision, 98–99. To argue that the primary purpose of media is to 
reproduce experience as it unfolds in life is to miss the point on two grounds. 
This position proposes that consciousness prior to technology is somehow 
“unmediated” (as if language and culture did not exist) and it reduces all 
large- scale social activity to some kind of an aberration of face- to- face com-
munication. I outline these positions in The Audible Past (especially in chap-
ters 5 and 6, where I question the idea of fidelity), and I will only briefly cover 
them here. The critique of realist aesthetics is also a well- established line 
of argument in cinema studies and alongside Chion, James Lastra’s Sound 
Technology and American Cinema advances an elegant analysis of the problem 
with judging sound in terms of realism. Lastra, Sound Technology and Ameri-
can Cinema. Rodowick also has an interesting discussion of the aesthetics of 
“photographic credibility and perceptual realism” in the digital register in The 
Virtual Life of Film, 99–107.

 17. Mowitt, “The Sound of Music in the Era of Its Electronic Reproducibility”; 
Rose, Black Noise; Toop, “Replicant”; Waksman, Instruments of Desire; Walser, 
Running with the Devil. Manuel, Cassette Culture; Poss, “Distortion Is Truth”; 
McLuhan, Understanding Media; Goffman, Frame Analysis; Hall, Beyond Cul-
ture; Marvin, When Old Technologies Were New.

 18. Ethnographies of music listening in everyday contexts illustrate this to be 
the case for their subjects, and new work in the psychology of music has also 
moved to a model that privileges distraction over attention. Crafts, Cavacci, 
Keil, and the Music in Daily Life Project, My Music; Wolpert, “Attention to Key 
in a Nondirected Music Listening Task”; Bull, Sounding Out the City; Denora, 
Music in Everyday Life; Hargreaves and North, The Social Psychology of Music; 
Konecni, “Social Interaction and Musical Preference”; Sloboda, O’Neill, and 
Ivaldi, “Functions of Music in Everyday Life.” How much this has changed 
from earlier periods, however, remains to be seen. While there is much anec-
dotal evidence for people sitting in their living rooms and listening to records 
or radio, there aren’t good data to determine whether this was ever the domi-
nant form of listening, since distracted listening is already a category in early 
radio research. See, e.g., Adorno, “A Social Critique of Radio Music”; Cantril 
and Allport, The Psychology of Radio.

 19. Katz raises the issue in the context of a discussion of a different kind of com-
pression—compression of dynamic range. But as the quote shows, he sees 
this as eminently related to the kinds of data compression in an MP3. For fur-
ther discussion, see Katz, Mastering Audio, 187–88, quote at 88; Sterne, “The 
Death and Life of Digital Audio.”

 20. This is not to say I simply want to replace a grand narrative of ever- increasing 
fidelity with a grand narrative of ever- increasing compression. I am merely 
proposing compression as one possible basis for inquiry into the history 
of communication technology—in the same sense that representation has 
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served. We need to describe and debate long- term histories, as most of the 
currently available long- term histories of communication (whether directly 
cited or merely implied or assumed in contemporary work) have not taken 
on board the insights of recent decades, especially those drawn from work 
on globalization as well as postcolonial and poststructuralist thought. Such 
new histories would not need to function as teleology, nor need to approach 
universality, but ambition and breadth certainly seem appropriate in our mo-
ment.

 21. See, e.g., Hillis, Digital Sensations; Grau, Virtual Art.
 22. Pardon the pun, but this is a point I hope to develop elsewhere. There is also 

time- space compression as a feature of modernity, although that compres-
sion is more phenomenological than technical (though the two are related).

 23. Kirschenbaum, “Extreme Inscription.” While they are invisible, digital data 
do have tactility: “The drive resides within the machine’s external case and 
is further isolated inside of a specially sealed chamber to keep out dust, hair, 
and other contaminants. When a drive is opened for repair or data recovery 
the work is done in a clean room, similar to those used to print microproces-
sors” (94). See also Kirschenbaum, Mechanisms.

 24. Even as a legal and policy term, new media is old: Sandra Braman traces the 
phrase to a United States Supreme Court case in 1948 that discussed a bull-
horn. Novelty is a routine occurrence in media history. Braman, Change of 
State, 2; Pingree and Gitelman, “Introduction”; Marvin, When Old Technolo-
gies Were New; Stabile, “Introduction.” Taylor, Strange Sounds, 7.

 25. See, for instance, The Representation and Rendering Project, “Survey and As-
sessment of Sources of Information on File Formats and Software Documen-
tation.”

 26. Braman and Lynch, “Advantage isP”; Lessig, Code Version 2.0.
 27. A report by the Radio Manufacturers’ Association Television Committee in 

1936 first suggested the 4:3 aspect ratio, which was then set in federal policy 
by the National Television Standards Committee in 1941. See Boddy, Fifties, 
34–35. Douglas Gomery discusses Hollywood experiments with widescreen 
in Gomery, Shared Pleasures, 238–46. See pages 259–60 for a discussion of 
editing films for tv.

 28. Thanks to Charles Acland for this point regarding film study.
 29. In English, the term is a recent coinage, since medial refers to a mathematical 

phenomenon, but one can find that it is already in common use among schol-
ars, artists, and media professionals to refer in some fashion to qualities of 
media or medium- like qualities (though definitions appear to vary widely). I 
prefer mediality to two other, similar words, mediation and mediatization. Me-
diation implies historical sequence, where media come to the thing after the 
fact. “Mediatization” is a term used by Jean Baudrillard in an almost entirely 
pejorative sense, and like mediation, it implies the falseness of media in con-
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trast to the reality of bare life. To be fair, Philip Auslander uses “mediatiza-
tion” as a more ambiguous term in Liveness, 10–60. For its original usage, see 
Baudrillard, For a Critique of the Political Economy of the Sign, 175–76.

 30. McLuhan, Understanding Media, 8. The Bolter and Grusin quote comes from 
Bolter and Grusin, Remediation, 45.

 31. Quoted in Williams, Marxism and Literature, 98. The original quote is from a 
translation in Working Papers in Cultural Studies, Vol 2. In this section, Wil-
liams argues that “all active relations between different kinds of being and 
consciousness are inevitably mediated, and this process is not a separable 
agency—a ‘medium’—but intrinsic to the properties of the related kinds.” 
Lawrence Grossberg has more recently expanded this line of thought to ar-
gue for an understanding of mediation as “the movement of events or bodies 
from one set of relations to another as they are constantly becoming some-
thing other than what they are. [Mediation] is the space between the virtual 
and the actual.” Grossberg, Cultural Studies in the Future Tense, 191.

 32. The “literariness” analogy is taken from Winthrop- Young and Wutz, “Trans-
lator’s Preface” in Kittler, Gramophone- Film- Typewriter, xiv. I don’t, however, 
follow their reasoning that identifying the phenomenon of mediality re-
quires that we “not resort to the usual suspects—history, sociology, philoso-
phy, anthropology, and literary and cultural studies.” I would rather have us 
bring out these suspects—and several others—to analyze different dimen-
sions of mediality.

 33. David Wellerby, “Foreword” in Kittler, Discourse Networks, 1800/1900, xiii–
viv. In a literary context, John Johnston has defined mediality as “the tech-
nological conditions that make specific media possible within a delimited 
historical epoch and therefore to the cultural and communicational setting 
within which literature can appear and assume a specific shape and function.” 
Johnston, Information Multiplicity, 268 n. 9.

 34. Koschorke, Körperströme und Schriftverkehr, 11. Many thanks to Andrew Piper 
for translating the relevant quote for me: “A media theory that seeks to make 
such self- revolutionary processes explainable as completely as possible must 
develop a methodology to understand the interdependence of technological me-
diality and semiosis, the narrow overlap of the ‘form’ and ‘content’ of such sig-
nifying events” (emphasis in the original).

 35. Media are “socially realized structures of communication, where structures 
include both technological forms and their associated protocols, and where 
communication is a cultural practice, a ritualized collocation of different 
people on the same mental map, sharing or engaged with popular ontologies 
of representation.” Gitelman, Always Already New, 7.

 36. My claim here rests not on the state of media theory in 1974, but rather on 
the state of media in 1974: the very idea of a medium that exists indepen-
dently of hardware is easier to imagine today because of (for lack of a better 
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way to put it) the everyday hardware flexibility of media practices, even 
though such flexibility has existed for well over a century.

 37. On articulation and technology, see Slack and Wise, Culture + Technology,
 38. As of January 2010, Apple announced that it has sold more than 250 mil-

lion iPods since introducing its MP3 player. Add in competing MP3 players 
and the proportion of the world’s 4.6 billion mobile phones and smartphones 
that play MP3 files, and the number of portable MP3- capable devices is prob-
ably in the billions. International Telecommunications Union press release, 
“itu Sees 5 Billion Mobile Subscription Globally in 2010” (15 February 2010), 
http://www.itu.int. Connie Guglielmo, “Apple’s Jobs Unveils $499 Tablet De-
vice Named iPad” (27 January 2010), Bloomberg News, http://www.bloom 
berg.com.

 39. Douglas, Listening In, 226–27. See also Schiffer, The Portable Radio in American 
Life.

 40. Douglas, Listening In, 221. See also Rothenbuhler and McCourt, “Radio Re-
defines Itself, 1947–1962,” 378–79.

 41. Hosokawa, “The Walkman Effect,” 165.
 42. “That with which our everyday dealings proximally dwell is not the tools 

themselves. On the contrary, that with which we concern ourselves primarily 
is the work—that which is to be produced at the time. . . . The work bears with 
it that referential totality within which the equipment is encountered.” Hei-
degger, Being and Time, 99.

 43. Gitelman, Always Already New, 7–8. In part, her point reads as a critique of 
certain strands of German media theory (and perhaps residual strands of 
the so- called Toronto school) that aim to study the “ontology” of particular 
media.

 44. The idea that the waveform as inscribed on a record corresponds to sound’s 
status in nature is usually advanced to critique the way in which the cd stan-
dard codes audio. See Rothenbuhler and Peters, “Defining Phonography”; 
Evens, Sound Ideas.

 45. Adorno, “Opera and the Long Playing Record,” 65.
 46. Ibid., 63.
 47. Whether the fate of opera really did shift after 1969, when Adorno wrote, re-

mains an open question.
 48. Immink, “The Compact Disc Story,” 460. The more common story centers on 

Ohga (who was not yet president of the company when Sony and Philips were 
working out the standard). For an example of the Sony story, see, e.g., Schie-
sel, “Ideas Unlimited, Built to Order.”

 49. Immink, “The Compact Disc Story,” 458–59.
 50. Ibid., 460. For Philips’s version with the Beethoven story intact, see “Philips 

Celebrates 25th Anniversary of the Compact Disc” (16 August 2007), http://
www.newscenter.philips.com. The variable length of classical performances 
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on cd also suggests the story doesn’t work—Beethoven’s Ninth is sometimes 
longer or shorter than seventy- four minutes.

 51. Gould, The Glenn Gould Reader; Hecker, “Glenn Gould, the Vanishing Per-
former and the Ambivalence of the Studio.” See also Symes, Setting the Record 
Straight.

 52. Gomery, The Coming of Sound, 79.
 53. Author interview with Harald Popp. See also Pohlmann, Principles of Digital 

Audio, 592–93. Pohlmann points out that 64 kbps per channel (for two chan-
nels totaling 128 kbps) was standard for what was called “basic rate isdn.” 
The first common carrier digital transmission system, Bell’s T1 system (put 
into service in 1962), had a bandwidth of 64 kbps. This was the first commer-
cial communication system to use Pulse Code Modulation (or PcM), a digital 
system where an analog signal is sampled regularly and then translated into a 
digital code that can later be used to reconstruct the analog signal. This tech-
nique was first developed by the phone company and then was later applied 
to digital audio in general, most notably the compact disc. O’Neill, A History 
of Engineering and Science in the Bell System, 538–65. Nebeker, Signal Process-
ing, 58–60.

 54. Daniel Levitin, personal conversation with author; Ahmed, “Young Music 
Fans Deaf to iPod’s Limitations.” On familiarity, see Kirk, “Learning, a Major 
Factor Influencing Preferences for High- Fidelity Reproducing Systems.”

 55. On radio and television design see, e.g., Barnett, “Furniture Music”; Hartley, 
Tele- Ology; Schwartz Shapiro, “Modernism for the Masses.”

 56. Sobchack, “Nostalgia for a Digital Object,” 317.
 57. Bourdieu, “Men and Machines,” 305.
 58. “Infrastructure studies,” as it is sometimes now called, is an emerging area 

of interest among scholars working in various corners of media studies. It 
has also in recent years become the subject of a good deal of political work 
around the internet given current debates surrounding “net neutrality”—
the idea of the end- to- end model of the internet. For recent work of interest, 
see, Sandvig, “The Structural Problems of the Internet for Cultural Policy”; 
Parks, Cultures in Orbit; Parks, “Air Raids”; Noam, Interconnecting the Network 
of Networks; Jackson, Edwards, Bowker, and Knobel, “Understanding Infra-
structure”; Barry, Political Machines; Star, “Infrastructure and Ethnographic 
Practice”; Bowker and Star, Sorting Things Out; Mattelart, The Invention of 
Communication; Mattelart, Networking the World. Of course, infrastructure is 
not a new area of interest in the study of technology—since it is a theme 
in classic works by Lewis Mumford, Harold Innis, James Carey, Thomas 
Hughes, James Beniger, and many others—it is only the interdisciplinary 
self- consciousness that is new.

 59. Elmer, “The Vertical (Layered) Net,” 163–64.
 60. Bowker and Star, Sorting Things Out, 33–34. Their definition of infrastructure 
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also points to its textured dimensions: embeddedness in other structures; 
transparency of operation; reach or scope that spans multiple sites and prac-
tices; taken- for- grantedness; links with conventions of practice; and embodi-
ment of standards. It is also built on an installed base; visible upon break-
down; and fixed in modular increments, not all at once or globally (35).

 61. The internet is often contrasted with the phone system, which was built 
around the idea of “dumb” terminals—the relatively limited and simple 
phone at each end of the line—and “smart” switches that managed the 
flow of traffic from place to place. On the end- to- end ideal and “smart” and 
“dumb” components as they relate to the politics of media systems, see Sand-
vig, “Shaping Infrastructure and Innovation on the Internet.” As Sandvig 
notes (and his argument is actually a variation of this), the end- to- end ideal 
has come under a lot of criticism recently: the actual workings of the network 
don’t follow this pattern exactly, and of course there are those who would like 
to change it. Business and totalitarian governments want to route users to 
and away from certain sites and content, privileging some traffic over others. 
Reformers want the system to better facilitate democratic and participatory 
communication.

 62. At one level, this is simply to extract out a processural turn in media studies, 
especially as video game theorists attempt at once to construct a historical 
context for understanding video games and at the same time to differenti-
ate between video games and other forms of media. See, e.g., Bogost, Unit 
Operations; Frasca, “Simulation versus Narrative”; Galloway, Gaming; Wark, 
Gamer Theory. These kinds of approaches give us routes back into longstand-
ing questions about the temporal and perceptual dimensions of mediatic ex-
perience, as in Deleuze, Cinema 1; Hansen, New Philosophy for a New Media; 
Turino, “Signs of Imagination, Identity and Experience”; Williams, Television.

 63. The MP3 isn’t historically exceptional; I am simply arguing that the format’s 
history allows us to pay attention to these three different registers in the his-
tory of sound at once. Braudel, “History and Social Science.”

 64. Though the term psycho- acoustic was first applied in 1885 to the part of a 
dog’s brain responsible for sound perception, its use in studies of humans 
slowly gained traction in the first half of the twentieth century, with a key 
definitional moment being the founding of Harvard’s Psycho- Acoustic Labo-
ratory in 1940 to conduct speech, hearing, and communication research dur-
ing the Second World War. Oxford English Dictionary, s.v. “Psychoacoustic, 
Psychoacoustics.” The oEd’s dates are a bit off. They chart the first reference 
to Harvard’s laboratory to 1946, though according to Harvard University’s 
archives the laboratory had been in existence since 1940 (Harvard University 
Archives, Records of the Psycho- Acoustic Laboratory, uav 713.9, accessed on-
line at http://oasis.harvard.edu:10080/oasis/deliver/deepLink?_collection=
oasis&uniqueId=hua08005). This, in turn suggests that the term was in com-
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mon use among researchers interested in auditory perception from some-
time in the 1930s.

 65. “In short, a proposition must fulfill some onerous and complex conditions 
before it can be admitted within a discipline; before it can be pronounced true 
or false it must be, as Monsieur Canguilhem might say, ‘within the true.’ ” 
Foucault, The Archaeology of Knowledge and the Discourse on Language, 224. 
Throughout this book, I try to consider psychoacoustics as at once a science 
that actually works in many cases, and as a cultural product that promotes a 
particular worldview and set of social relations. As we will see, the field has 
not been entirely successful in this endeavor, but its habits and dispositions 
shaped discussions of sound in the engineering world for the better part of 
the twentieth century.

 66. Writers interested in the aesthetic dimensions of music, meanwhile, still 
often refuse the distinction between percepton and meaning and are there-
fore more likely to use terms and concepts derived from psychoanalytic 
theory. This is true for classic as well as contemporary studies. See, e.g., Cha-
nan, Musica Practica; Langer, Philosophy in a New Key; Meyer, Emotion and 
Meaning in Music; Silverman, The Acoustic Mirror; Schwartz, Listening Subjects. 
If each approach to psychological questions has its own model of the human 
subject, it could safely be said that the psychoanalytic subject and the psycho-
acoustic subject are two very different people. If we want to understand the 
MP3, we must acquaint ourselves with the subject of psychoacoustics—both 
the human subject and the academic subject—a little better. And to unravel 
the implications of the psychoacoustics built into the MP3, we must under-
stand some of the basics of the science.

 67. Shannon and Weaver, The Mathematical Theory of Communication.
 68. Peters, Speaking into the Air, 23.
 69. Johnston, “Transform Coding of Audio Signals Using Perceptual Noise Cri-

teria,” 314–15. “Rather than base the coding algorithm on source models, the 
new coder, called the Perceptual Transform Coder, or PxfM for short, uses a 
human auditory model to derive a short- term spectral masking curve that is 
directly implemented in a transform coder.” The term had an earlier concep-
tual life to describe the information- processing routines of the senses and 
some usages in the 1980s seem to suggest a hybrid version of the concept. 
See, e.g., Carterette and Friedman, Handbook of Perception.

 70. The term masking was borrowed from visual research. Schubert, “History of 
Research on Hearing,” 63.

 71. Digital rights management schemes undo this cross- compatibility.
 72. MacKenzie, “Introduction,” 6. Such “births” only matter retroactively, after 

an invention or standard comes to market dominance and becomes a recog-
nizable technology through subsequent use, innovation, and negotiation. 
See, e.g., Bijker, Of Bicycles, Bakelites, and Bulbs, 84–88. Although Bijker’s de-
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scription of “closure” and “stabilization” has come under criticism in recent 
years, the point is well taken in that there is a social threshold where a tech-
nology takes on a broadly recognized form, and such a moment occurs some-
time after the so- called invention of the technology.

 73. Fuller, Media Ecologies, 95–96.
 74. Despite my inattention to other paths, I do not mean to suggest that MP3 

was a layer of destiny, or that the people involved in its invention were more 
visionary or original than their competitors.This book is a history of percep-
tual coding and perceptual technics, and not a history of scientific or techno-
logical controversies. Methodologically, my approach is therefore closer to 
the cultural study of technology than the social construction of technology, 
though I certainly also build on insights from the latter. Pinch and Bijker, 
“The Social Construction of Facts and Artefacts”; Bijker, Of Bicycles, Bakelites, 
and Bulbs; Slack and Wise, Culture + Technology; Winner, “Social Constructiv-
ism.”

 75. The International Organization for Standardization is a network of national 
standards institutes from 148 countries that collaborate with international 
organizations, governments, industry, business, and consumer representa-
tives. The International Electrotechnical Commission focuses on standards 
for electronic and magnetic devices, and is now affiliated with the World 
Trade Organization.

 76. Mitchell, Pennebaker, Fogg, and LeGall, mpeg Video Compression Standard, 
1–4; Pohlmann, Principles of Digital Audio, 350. To my knowledge, this book 
is the first attempt at something like a full academic history of the MP3. The 
only thorough journalistic history currently available is Bruce Haring’s Be-
yond the Charts. Taking his cues from the intellectual property debates, Har-
ing presents the MP3 as a part of a longer story about digital audio, online 
distribution, and the music industry.

 77. Sumner and Gooday, “Introduction,” 3–4.
 78. As Geoff Bowker and Susan Leigh Starr have noted, this appears to be an 

issue across fields, and Paul David has made the same point regarding the role 
of standards in economics; Bruno Latour has estimated that more money 
and energy is spent making standards than conducting “pure” research. See 
Bowker and Star, Sorting Things Out, 14; David and Rothwell, “Standard-
ization, Diversity and Learning”; Latour, Science in Action. For the policy- 
as- government argument, see, e.g., McChesney, The Problem of the Media. 
McChesney is right that greater citizen participation in governmental policy-
making around media is essential; but government alone is not enough and 
should not be mistaken as the only place where crucial policy decisions are 
made. Standards do come up in literature about communication infrastruc-
ture and policy, so it is a short step to targeting standards as themselves 
political. See, e.g., Lentz, “Media Infrastructure Policy and Media Activism.”
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 79. Sumner and Gooday, “Introduction,” 3.
 80. Katz, Capturing Sound, 163; Gillespie, Wired Shut, 25–26.
 81. There is no universally agreed- upon definition of an “open standard,” for 

instance, whether a standard qualifies as “open” if someone owns a patent 
on it and charges for the rights. Joel West argues that most actually exist-
ing standards operate somewhere in between “open” and “closed.” See West, 
“The Economic Realities of Open Standards”; Krechmer, “Open Standards 
Requirements.” Thomson’s revenue schemes and industrial arrangements are 
amply detailed at their website, http://www.MP3licensing.com. Revenue fig-
ures come from author interview with Karlheinz Brandenburg; UK Foreign 
and Commonwealth Office, “The Fraunhofer Society,” Factsheet no. 5 (July 
2007), http://ukingermany.fco.gov.uk.

 82. There is an ever- growing body of work in this area, increasingly merging with 
scholarship on mobile telephony, intellectual property, or other larger con-
cerns. See, e.g., Bettig, “The Enclosure of Cyberspace”; Vaidhyanathan, Copy-
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